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Abstract
The ‘clone and own’ approach to software product
lines assumes that variants are created by cloning and
evolve more or less independently afterwards. We re-
search the process to manage similarity of such ‘cloned
and owned’ variants along the timeline. The process
uses annotations for recording developer intentions
and it leverages automatic change propagation. We
have applied the process and corresponding tool sup-
port in a case study where we manage similarity for
clowned-and-owned Haskell-based variants of a simple
human-resources management system.

1 Introduction
The discipline of clone management studies detection,
avoidance, and removal of clones as well as compen-
sating activities. For instance, such compensation
helps in the context of the ‘clone-and-own’ approach
to managing software variants [7, 8, 4, 1]; the ap-
proach is widely established in industry for reasons
such as developer independence [8, 2]. In our ap-
proach, we address the clone-and-own approach by
a combination of variability and clone management
which we refer to as similarity management. We treat
the variants as a cloning genealogy [5, 9]. Clone de-
tection is performed at a granularity level of ‘frag-
ments’ by which we mean named abstractions such as
methods or functions. Similarity measures for source-
code files, folders, and variants enable exploration of
similarity at different levels and, ultimately, similarity
improvement. The developer must decide whether a
found similarity is to be maintained or improved. In
the first case, we speak of a maintenance invariant ;
in the second case of a maintenance task.

Summary of the research a) We introduce sim-
ilarity measures and classifiers to capture similarity
and evolution thereof across clowned-and-owned vari-
ants. b) We present a process for similarity manage-
ment with activities for analyzing, annotating, main-
taining, and improving similarities. c) We devise des-
ignated tool support. d) We present a first case study
on similarity management.

All tools and artifacts underlying the case study as
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well as the full paper are available online1.

Research question How to measure similarity of
clowned-and-owned variants and effects of similarity im-
provement in a useful manner?

One can define similarity at the fragment-level in
some standard way using algorithms such as longest
common subsequence or Levenshtein distance. How-
ever, we seek a deeper understanding of similarity in-
cluding the development of fragment sharing on the
time line. We answer the question by researching met-
rics such as the number of distinct fragments across
all variants and the number of variants a fragment is
shared in.

2 A process for similarity management
Analysis An automated analysis is applied to the
commit history of given variants, thereby determin-
ing how fragment-level similarities evolved over time.
For instance, a similarity may be identified as hav-
ing ‘diverged from equality’. The same analysis is
applied incrementally whenever the developer makes
local changes or pulls new versions.

Review Subject to interactive tool support, the de-
veloper reviews similarity evolutions sorted by de-
creasing similarity measures, i.e., equalities show up
at the top. Similarities that are seen as adequate may
be tagged to be taken as invariants such as ‘Maintain
Equality’. Similarities that have evolved unreasonably
may be acted upon as follows.

Improvement Option 1: The developer suggests
automated change propagation to make two fragments
the same again. As a side effect, the resulting frag-
ment equality is tagged as an invariant that is to
be maintained. Option 2: The developer manually
changes the involved fragments to increase similarity,
thereby, again, implicitly tagging the result as an in-
variant. Option 3: The developer defers the change,
but tags the similarity evolution at hand with a main-
tenance task for a due improvement such as ‘Increase
Similarity’.

Reestablishment Subject to interactive tool sup-
port, the developer is notified of invariants that have
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Figure 1: Force-driven layout of the variants in the case study: proximity correlates with degree of similarity.

been broken by local or pulled changes, thereby en-
couraging the developer to reestablish these invariants
by means of improvement, as discussed before, or to
possibly abandon them.

Committal The developer commits the local ver-
sion also including the annotations for invariants or
pending maintenance tasks. Thereby, developers can
manage similarity collaboratively.

3 Case study
We manage similarity for 101haskell [6] which is a
set of 36 Haskell-based variants of a small human-
resources management system; 101haskell is part of
the 101companies chrestomathy [3]. Fig. 1 visual-
izes the similarity of the variants in the case study
based on the aggregation of fragment-level similari-
ties to the variant level. We dealt with a commit
history with 961 versions, developed over 42 months.
We made 345 annotations triggering 448 maintenance
tasks: 324 automated and 124 manual changes. Pro-
cess execution required only a few hours of systematic
work. Similarity improvement would have been very
tedious and time-consuming without the process and
designated tool support. Also, the established main-
tenance invariants help maintaining similarity in the
future while also relying on change propagation.
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